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Ihs Jane's Fighting Ships 2013/2014
2013-07

ihs jane s fighting ships is the world s leading open source maritime defense reference resource delivering exhaustive profiles of naval platforms in
development in production and in service globally ihs jane s fighting ships provides comprehensive coverage of the world s naval platforms supporting
military and security organizations by delivering reliable technical and program information on current and future naval capabilities and providing
maritime defense market intelligence to enable a d businesses to carry out successful marketing strategy and product development activity

IHS Jane's Fighting Ships 2012-2013
2012

jane s fighting ships is your indispensible reference to the changing capabilities of 165 navies and coast guards worldwide providing detailed
information on war ships aircraft and weapon systems in service and under construction

All the World's Fighting Ships ...
1901

this book provides a comprehensive assessment of china s military capabilities in 2000 and 2010 with projections for 2020 recognizing that military
power encompasses more than weaponry it develops an original empirical framework for measuring militaries that also includes doctrine training and
organizational structure

Fighting Ships
1989

describes the ships used by the british french german italian japanese russian and american navies during world war ii

China's Military Power
2015-09-15
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this is a guide to the world s navies country by country the text contains commentaries for each ship complete with comprehensive details of
displacement and dimensions main machinery speed and range weapons systems construction and modernisation programmes and latest operational
status

Jane's Fighting Ships of World War I
1997

the armed forces of europe have undergone a dramatic transformation since the collapse of the soviet union the handbook of european defence
policies and armed forces provides the first comprehensive analysis of national security and defence policies strategies doctrines capabilities and
military operations as well as the alliances and partnerships of european armed forces in response to the security challenges europe has faced since
the end of the cold war a truly cross european comparison of the evolution of national defence policies and armed forces remains a notable blind spot
in the existing literature the handbook of european defence policies and armed forces aims to fill this gap with fifty one contributions on european
defence and international security from around the world the six parts focus on country based assessments of the evolution of the national defence
policies of europe s major medium and lesser powers since the end of the cold war the alliances and security partnerships developed by european
states to cooperate in the provision of national security the security challenges faced by european states and their armed forces ranging from
interstate through intra state and transnational the national security strategies and doctrines developed in response to these challenges the military
capabilities and the underlying defence and technological industrial base brought to bear to support national strategies and doctrines and finally the
national or multilateral military operations by european armed forces the contributions to the handbook collectively demonstrate the fruitfulness of
giving analytical precedence back to the comparative study of national defence policies and armed forces across europe

Fighting Ships of World War Ii
1975

this volume examines the south china sea s regional security dynamics highlighting the challenges and opportunities for both littoral and non littoral
states the south china sea is a vital pathway for the great container ships and tankers as well as for the naval vessels of today indeed the security of
the contemporary global economy is reliant more than ever upon the dependability of freedom of navigation through the waters of the south china sea
this volume concentrates on the security of the south china sea sub region it is designed to help illuminate the contemporary security dynamics within
this important sub region by highlighting its development the contemporary challenges and opportunities confronting both the littoral states and the
non littoral powers that are active in the sub region and the policy responses of those states as they seek to defend and promote their national
interests this book is composed of 16 chapters and is organized into five thematic sections part i of the book is designed to set the historical context
part ii examines some of the contemporary challenges and opportunities that present themselves in the sub region while part iii focuses on chinese
policy in the south china sea sub region parts iv and part v analyse and evaluate the contemporary policies of the various littoral and non littoral
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powers that are active in the south china sea sub region the collective analyses and assessments of the contemporary perceptions and policies of the
various littoral and non littoral powers active in the south china sea in response to the traditional and non traditional challenges within the sub region
that are examined in the chapters contained in parts iii iv and v framed against the material presented in parts i and ii provides the basis for
observations concerning areas of conflicting and coinciding interests in the concluding chapter of the book this book will be of interest to students of
the south china sea maritime security asian politics and international relations

Jane's Fighting Ships, 1970-71
1970

more than 6 000 warships are included in this comprehensive encyclopedia of the world s navies during world war ii publisher

The Enemies' Fighting Ships
2012-04-01

jane s fighting ships is your essential reference to the world s navies country by country you will find authoritative commentaries for each ship
complete with comprehensive details of displacement and dimensions main machinery speed and range weapons systems construction and
modernisation programmes latest operational status and strength of fleet including sales to other navies

Jane's Fighting Ships of World War II
1946

ihs janes fighting ships is the worlds leading open source maritime defense reference resource delivering exhaustive profiles of naval platforms in
development in production and in service globally ihs janes fighting ships provides comprehensive coverage of the worlds naval platforms supporting
military and security organizations by delivering reliable technical and program information on current and future naval capabilities and providing
maritime defense market intelligence to enable a d businesses to carry out successful marketing strategy and product development activity

JANE's Fighting Ships of World War II.
1998

this new textbook offers the reader an accessible introduction to the study of modern naval warfare providing a thorough grounding in the vocabulary
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concepts issues debates and relevant history navies operate in an environment that most people do not understand and that many avoid they are
equipped with a bewildering range of ships craft and other vessels and types of equipment whose purpose is often unclear writings on naval warfare
are usually replete with references to obscure concepts explained in arcane language that can serve as an effective barrier to understanding it is the
objective of this book to cut through the obscure and the arcane to offer a clear coherent and accessible guide to the key features of naval warfare that
will equip the reader with the knowledge and understanding necessary for a sophisticated engagement with the subject understanding naval warfare is
divided into two key parts the first focuses on concepts of naval warfare and introduces readers to the key concepts and ideas associated with the
theory and practice of naval operations the second part focuses on the conduct of war at sea and also on peacetime roles for contemporary navies this
section concludes with a chapter that looks ahead to the likely future of naval warfare assessing whether navies are likely to be more or less useful
than in the past this textbook will be essential reading for students of naval warfare seapower and maritime security and highly recommended for
students of military history strategic studies and security studies in general

The Encyclopedia of the World's Warships
1985

this report tracks and analyzes trends in chinese military strategy force structure and regional activity open source material is used to detail how each
branch of the people s liberation army has pursued modernization chinese perspectives on their military s role and development are featured as well as
the views of other relevant regional actors the purpose of this report is to provide the basis for an unclassified dialogue on the military developments in
china by presenting data on the regional military balance alongside perspectives on china s military development the burke chair hopes that readers
can better understand how china s strategic goals military development and regional views interact with each other

JANE'S FIGHTING SHIPS, 2011-2012
2012

the indian ocean region ior is one of the most areas of the world in human terms this study provides a comprehensive overview of the subregions and
countries in the ior drawing heavily on a new country risk assessment model developed by abdullah toukan a senior associate with the burke chair at
csis it provides detailed graphs tables and maps covering the ior as a whole each major subregion and each of the thirty two countries in the region as
well as the impact of u s and chinese military forces

Jane's Fighting Ships 2015 2016
2015-07
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a rand study analyzed trends in the development of chinese and u s military capabilities in two scenarios centered on taiwan and the spratly islands
and multiple types of operations from 1996 to 2017

Jane's All the World's Fighting Ships
1898

this book argues that the uk as a post modern globalised state will require means to have influence over events and opponents that threaten the uk s
interests in the 21st century and that its means is the royal navy however unlike other studies this research emphasizes the role of logistics especially
afloat support logistics and the royal fleet auxiliary in doing so the author rejects the current theory underpinning military operations at distance that
distance degrades capability and posits an alternative theory that time is the key factor for maritime based forces the uk must reengage with its
maritime status and maintain a maritime based capability to protect its interests in the new maritime century as a leader within the international
community the book will be of use to scholars and researchers interested in naval history and defence policy

The Handbook of European Defence Policies and Armed Forces
2018-06-20

all naval professionals without exception encounter directly participate or play a supporting role in naval cooperation it is a key element in the u s
defense strategy because military and naval operations today are usually conducted by international coalitions and fighting alongside foreign navies is
an expected aspect of current and future naval warfare activities in support of mutual defense include bilateral and multilateral exercises international
programs such as cooperative acquisition and foreign military sales combined training and efforts towards increased interoperability this volume is
intended to provide a basic familiarization to all aspects of the subject and detailed understanding of relevant recent issues since there is no formal
training offered on the subject for naval professionals with the exception of certain specialized personnel the book is designed to bridge the existing
gap in knowledge about naval cooperation

Security Dynamics in the South China Sea
2024-05-16

this book analyzes the rise of china s naval power and its possible strategic consequences from a wide variety of perspectives technological economic
and geostrategic while employing a historical comparative approach throughout since naval development requires huge financial resources and mostly
takes place within the context of transnational industrial partnerships this study also consciously adopts an industry perspective the systemic problems
involved in warship production and the associated material financial technological and political requirements currently remain overlooked aspects in
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the case of china drawing on first hand working experience in the naval shipbuilding industry the author provides transparent criteria for the evaluation
of different naval technologies strategic value which other researchers can draw upon as a basis for further research in such diverse fields as
international security studies naval warfare studies chinese studies and international relations

Terrorism
1979

this book presents an interdisciplinary examination of cross taiwan strait relations and the complex dynamics at play in the region since the election of
ma ying jeou as taiwan s president in 2008 the relationship across the taiwan strait long viewed as one of asia s most volatile potential flashpoints has
experienced a remarkable détente whether the relationship has been truly transformed however remains an open question and the taiwan strait
remains a central regional and global security issue a return to turbulence in the taiwan strait could also add a new dimension of instability in the
already tense maritime disputes in the east and south china seas while the relationship across the taiwan strait remains critically important it is also
changing rapidly and the chapters in this volume present new thinking to help make sense of complex cross strait dynamics specifically these essays
explore different security and or globalization dimensions of china taiwan ties as well as the globalization security linkages that have emerged as the
balance of power in asia shifts dramatically several chapters in this volume explore how traditional security forces are evolving at the same time there
are new dynamics emerging as a consequence of globalization forces such as the tremendous economic and social integration across the taiwan strait
and several chapters in this volume consider some of these new problems finally several chapters consider the often under researched dynamics
associated with the globalization security interface such as cyber threats transnational criminal networks and the security spill over impact of
production globalization this book will of much interest to students of chinese politics asian security globalisation diplomacy and international relations

Jane's Fighting Ships of World War II
2001

this book sheds light on one of the most under studied but powerful navies in the world using a multifaceted approach it examines how the republic of
korea navy rokn has sought to transform itself from a coastal naval force focused solely on deterring north korea to a navy capable of operating in the
blue waters of east asia and beyond the project argues that peninsular and regional security dynamics technological developments the us south korea
alliance and internal politics combine to inform and shape rokn modernisation

Jane's Fighting Ships 2009-2010
2009-06-24
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this volume provides the first comprehensive history of the arms racing phenomenon in modern international politics drawing both on theoretical
approaches and on the latest historical research written by an international team of specialists it is divided into four sections before 1914 the inter war
years the cold war and extra european and post cold war arms races twelve case studies examine land and naval armaments before the first world war
air land and naval competition during the 1920s and 1930s and nuclear as well as conventional weapons since 1945 armaments policies are placed
within the context of technological development international politics and diplomacy and social politics and economics an extended general
introduction and conclusion and introductions to each section provide coherence between the specialized chapters and draw out wider implications for
policymakers and for political scientists arms races in international politics addresses two key questions what causes arms races and what is the
connection between arms races and the outbreak of wars

Jane's Fighting Ships 2016/2017
2015-08-07

with over 260 images this is a highly illustrated history of the ships and operations of the royal navy during the reign of the late queen elizabeth ii
during the 70 years spanned by the reign of the late queen elizabeth ii the royal navy changed out of all recognition its status as a superpower navy
with worldwide bases and operations has been eclipsed but it remains a powerful force because of its potency if not its size maritime history author
paul brown takes us through each decade in turn outlining the key events and developments and charting the changes to the size structure and
capabilities of the navy fully illustrated with over 260 colour and black and white images this book also provides a stunning visual record of the ships
and operations that featured most prominently in each decade

Over 40 Publications / Studies Combined: UAS / UAV / Drone Swarm Technology Research
2014-04-24

Understanding Naval Warfare
1990

Jane's Fighting Ships 1990-91
1995
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Jane's American Fighting Ships of the 20th Century
2014-11-25

Chinese Strategy and Military Power in 2014
2014-09-11

The Indian Ocean Region
2015-09-14

The U.S.-China Military Scorecard
2016-11-30

The UK as a Medium Maritime Power in the 21st Century
2015-08-15

The U.S. Naval Institute on Naval Cooperation
2015-06-23

Assessing China's Naval Power
2014-11-27
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Globalization and Security Relations across the Taiwan Strait
2018-08-11

The Modernisation of the Republic of Korea Navy
2004

Warships Today
2016-01-14

Arms Races in International Politics
2004

Fighting Ships of the World
2023-04-13

Elizabeth’s Navy
1959

Dictionary of American Naval Fighting Ships: Historical sketches
1963
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Dictionary of American Naval Fighting Ships

Dictionary of American Naval Fighting Ships
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